A method for reducing controllers for systems described by partial di erential equations (PDEs) is presented. This approach di ers from an often used method of reducing the model and then designing the controller. The controller reduction is accomplished by projection of a large scale nite element approximation of the PDE controller onto low order bases that are computed using the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD). Two methods for constructing input collections for POD, and hence low order bases, are discussed and computational results are included. The rst uses the method of snapshots found in POD literature. The second is a new idea that uses an integral representation of the feedback control law. Speci cally, the kernels, or functional gains, are used as data for POD. A low order controller derived by applying the POD process to functional gains avoids subjective criteria associated with implementing a time snapshot approach and performs favorably.
Introduction
The design of low order controllers for physical systems described by partial di erential equations (PDEs) is essential for implementation of real-time control. The process has received much attention in recent literature. The control designer is faced with many questions regarding modeling, choice of sensors and actuators, and type of control design. Computational implementation of the PDE controller requires discretization that produces large scale systems. This raises a signi cant issue: at what point in the design process should reduction take place? One approach to low order control design rst reduces a large scale model, then designs a controller, 3, 14, 18, 23, 26, 27] . We term this approach \reduce-then-design" (see Figure 1 .1a). This approach allows for the use of existing computational and control design techniques. Another advantage is the intrinsic production of a low order model that may be desired for simulation purposes.
The \design-then-reduce" methodology provides an alternative for designing a low order controller, as demonstrated in Fig. 1 .1b. In this approach, model design is followed by controller design, and then by reduction of the controller (see 7, 20, 21] for prior applications). This method yields robust low-order systems 7, 21] and provides insight into sensor design 9]. This approach takes into account that forming a low order model is not a necessary step of control design. The model is simply an \approximation" of the physics that can be (and often is) disregarded once the controller is obtained. We use the \design-then-reduce" approach to obtain reduced order compensator-based feedback controllers for systems described by PDEs. A framework for such controllers is developed by Burns and King 7] . In 7, 20, 21] , various low order bases for approximation of the in nite dimensional control designs are considered. We apply the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) to obtain a low order basis for controller approximation.
The POD technique has been widely discussed in the literature of the past fteen years as a tool for model reduction. It has been successfully used for simulation 2, 5, 6, 10, 11, 15, 16, 22, 30, 31] , and more recently in optimization 14, 26, 27, 32] and feedback control 1, 3, 18, 23] . POD provides an orthonormal basis for a set of data; we refer to the data as an \input collection". The input collection can be composed of theoretical, experimental or computed data. For the purposes of model reduction, one type of input collection is a set of \time snapshots", where each snapshot contains spatial data obtained from a numerical simulation at a xed time 30] . Snapshots are chosen so that the basis re ects the system dynamics. An additional issue in using POD for control design is obtaining a basis that also re ects controller dynamics.
Choosing a suitable collection of time snapshots involves a large amount of guesswork, intuition, and computational time (for simulations). These di culties are avoided by using an alternative type of input collection. In previous work, an integral representation of the in nite dimensional feedback law is used as a foundation for low order approximations 1, 7, 20, 21] . The kernels, called functional gains, give insight into controller dynamics or characteristics. An input collection of functional gains does not require guesswork, contains information about the in nite dimensional control system, and has lower computational demands than an input collection generated by the method of snapshots. Controllers designed using this input collection perform favorably when compared with those designed using the time snapshot approach.
A model problem is presented in Section 2. This problem provides a speci c example to which we apply the ideas outlined above. We discuss linear quadratic control design and present the framework for reduced order controllers in Section 3. Section 4 is an overview of POD. Section 5 contains the major contribution of this paper. This section justi es the use of functional gains as an input collection to the POD process. We present numerical results in Section 6 and make concluding remarks in Section 7.
A Model Problem: Two Dimensional Heat Equation with
Boundary Control
Physical systems with complex dynamics, such as those in uid ow, uid-structure or thermal-uid interactions, and materials processing present challenges for control design. These problems do not lend themselves to knowledge of the full state, but only provide access to limited state measurements. It may be necessary to apply control along part of the boundary, rather than over the interior of the spatial domain. In addition, control may need to be focused on part of the spatial domain.
In an attempt to capture these concepts but not overly complicate the discussion, we restrict our attention to the heat equation on a two-dimensional domain with control on the boundary. For the sake of simplicity, the domain is taken as the unit square 0; 1] 0; 1]. The boundary of this domain is denoted by ?, with Dirichlet control on the portion of the boundary given by ? c = f(0; y) : 0 y 1g. The remaining part of the boundary, ? u = ?n? c , has temperature xed at 0 F.
The governing PDE is written w t (t; x; y) = c 2 w(t; x; y); for (x; y) 2 ; t > 0; In these equations, w(t; x; y) represents the temperature at position (x; y) and time t, c 2 is the coe cient of thermal di usivity and u(t; y) is the control input.
Implementation of classical control design requires the abstract form of this PDE which can be obtained as follows. Let w(t) = w(t; ; ) be the state in state space W = L 2 ( ). After applying equalities (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) to (2.4), we arrive at the abstract form of the original PDE in (2.1)-(2.3), which is _ w(t) = Aw(t) + Bu(t); w(0) = w 0 ; (2.8) where the equality holds in (D(A 0 ) ) . Details of this derivation are found in 4, 9].
Feedback Control Design
A simple, classical feedback control design, linear quadratic regulator (LQR), assumes the full state is \fed back" into the system by the control. However, knowledge of the full state is not possible for many complicated physical systems. As a realistic alternative, a compensator design provides a state estimate based on state measurements to be used in the feedback control law. Linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) compensator design, described in Section 3.1, is chosen as the control algorithm for the model problem.
Implementation of a controller requires a numerical approximation of the system. For PDE models of systems with complex dynamics, approximations are large scale (on the order of thousands or hundreds of thousands of variables). A framework for reduced order controllers is necessary and is the focus of Section 3.2.
Many problems of interest contain nonlinearities which are important in controller design. The framework for reduced order control described in Section 3.2 is applied to such problems by linearizing and designing the linear feedback law. Nonlinearities are accounted for in the compensator equation resulting in a nonlinear controller. This technique is promising and is discussed in 7, 20, 21].
Compensator-Based Feedback Controller Design (LQG)
The LQG problem is a feedback control design that uses an estimate of the state provided by a dynamic compensator. This technique assumes the availability of a limited measurement of the state (rather than the entire state). Assume we have a system in the abstract form _ w(t) = Aw(t) + Bu(t); w(0) = w 0 ; (3.9) where w(t) is in a state space W and u(t) is in a control space U.
Suppose the state measurement is given by (t) = Cw(t): (3.10) Given this measurement, a state estimate, w c (t), is computed by solving the compensator The feedback control law is given by u(t) = ?Kw c (t); (3.12) where K is called the feedback operator. The optimal control in (3.12) exists for the problem (2.8) de ned in Section 2 28, 29] . In addition, the control law can be written as u(t; ) = ? Kw c (t)]( ) = Z k( ; s)w c (t; s)ds: (3.15) The kernel k( ; s) is called the functional gain. This representation is of interest in the design of reduced order controllers for several reasons. First, the integral representation has the e ect of smoothing the integrand. Thus, coarse approximations of k( ; s) and w c (t; s) may be su cient to compute the control. Second, for any , the e ect on u(t; ) of the state w(t; s) at each s is in uenced by the magnitude of the functional gain at s. Regions over which the functional gain is large correspond to a larger contribution of the state estimate value to the control, and regions over which the functional gain is small correspond to a smaller contribution of the state estimate value. Where the functional gain is zero, the state estimate makes no contribution to the control. The functional gains have been observed to have \local" support in 7, 8, 13, 19] . These properties of the functional gains are utilized in Section 5.
Reduced Order Compensators
Implementation of the controller for a PDE system requires a numerical discretization. The approximation to the closed-loop LQG system (which will henceforth be referred to as full order) is given by The system in (3.20) converges to the in nite dimensional PDE system in (3.14) as N ! 1, as shown by Lasiecka 24, 25] . Real-time control using this full order approximation to the system is infeasible for physical problems that lead to large scale systems when discretized. The \reduce-thendesign" methodology handles this di culty by model reduction, i.e., it produces a system in (3.16), (3.17) in which N is small. A controller is designed for the reduced system (refer to Figure 1 .1a). This approach has potential drawbacks. In particular, it can neglect important aspects of the physics of the problem before ever designing a control. The control has no way of dealing with physical properties that have been \reduced out" of the model.
The suggested alternative takes into account that the model of the physical system given by the abstract form in (3.9) is merely a model. When implemented, the control will be coupled with a real physical system rather than a discretized di erential equation. Thus, formulating a low order model is not crucial if we can obtain a low order controller (feedback law and state estimate) without it. A \design-then-reduce" approach computes a high order, well-resolved approximation to (3.9) that retains more of the important physical properties of the system. A controller is designed based on this high-order model, and then reduced (refer to Figure 1 .1b). This is the design philosophy taken in this paper.
Speci cally, Equations (3.16) and (3.17) are computed using a high order nite element basis (large N) to give the nite dimensional system. These high order approximations are used to compute matrices needed in the compensator equation (3.18) and the control law 
The system for simulation consisting of the full order (N) state and reduced order (M) state estimate has order M + N and is given by In this work, reduced bases are formed using the POD process as described in Section 6. The reduced bases are used to compute the compensator equation and feedback control law in (3.21) and (3.22) . Then the reduced systems given by (3.23) are compared with the full order compensator system in (3.20). 4 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) POD, described in detail in 5, 6, 16, 27, 30] , takes a given input collection and provides an orthogonal basis (which we refer to as the POD basis) for the data. In this section, we give an overview of the procedure and optimality properties of POD. Sirovich 30] , Berkooz 5] and others describe POD in a statistical setting using an averaging operation for application to turbulent ows. Since the control problem in Section 2 is deterministic, it is not necessary to introduce the statistical framework. Instead POD is approached as an application of singular value decomposition (SVD). For a detailed discussion of the relationship between POD and SVD, see 23].
General Procedure
We consider the input collection as a set of functions on a spatial domain . Each member of the collection is of the form The nite element approximation of is given by n and its matrix representation is denoted~ n . In this setting, a necessary condition for to provide a maximum in (4.25) is Y Y T M~ n = 2~ n ; (4.27) where M is the mass matrix corresponding to the nite element basis and 2 is the largest eigenvalue of Y Y T M. The corresponding eigenvector,~ n , which we denote as~ n 1 since it is the rst eigenvector, is the representation of the rst POD basis function n 1 with respect to the nite element basis. That is, The optimality properties of the POD basis follow from its relationship to SVD. They are discussed below.
Optimality Results
The following results can be found in terms of the statistical framework in 5] and others. They are found in terms of SVD in 23]. Here, they are stated in the context of an input collection represented by a nite element basis (as in Equation (4.26) This implies the span of the POD basis is the smallest linear subspace containing all of the input collection. Thus, the POD basis elements exhibit linear properties that are shared by all elements of the input collection, such as boundary conditions, periodicity, and incompressibility (as in uid ows) 5]. In addition, working with the POD basis limits the problem to a small linear space that has properties observed in the input collection. In statistical terminology, Property 2 states that the coe cients of the POD basis elements are uncorrelated. Two (or more) of the POD basis elements cannot be replaced by a single element while maintaining the span of the basis.
Suppose we wish to approximate the elements of an input collection Y by a basis of order p, where p < n and p < m. The reduced POD basis formed by truncation is the optimal basis of order p for approximating the input collection.
To show this optimality, we start by using the reduced POD basis to get the approximate input collection, Y p . Then we calculate the mean square error between the original input collection and the approximate input collection. Finally, we conclude this error is minimal over all order p approximations. i.e., approximation of the input collection by the reduced POD basis introduces a smaller mean square error than any other approximation of the same order.
Property 3 has important implications for model reduction. We can set a criterion limiting the error in approximation in terms of a fraction P . We seek p m so that
> P: (4.33) Then p gives the number of POD basis functions necessary for an approximation with mean square error less than (1 ? P) P m i=1 2 i . We think of p as the number of basis functions required to retain P 100 percent of the \essential information" in the input collection. The POD basis is optimal for model reduction since no other basis can represent more of the essential information in a xed number of terms.
Choice of Input Collection
Choosing an input collection is a vital part of the POD process. The POD basis only re ects information provided by the input collection. A set of time snapshots is frequently used as the input collection when the POD basis is used for model reduction. This technique attempts to represent the dynamics of the system with the POD basis. In some recent applications in control, snapshots have been generated using a variety of control inputs to excite system dynamics that arise when a control is applied 3, 14, 18, 26] .
Some complications are inherent in choosing a time snapshot input collection. There is no guidance in deciding how many snapshots are necessary for good information, how long simulations should be run to generate snapshots, which initial conditions should be used, or how to incorporate control information (in the case of control problems).
The intended use of the POD basis in a control reduction setting motivates a completely di erent input collection. A reduced basis obtained through the POD process is used to compute a reduced order compensator as described in Section 3.2. In particular, we approximate w c (t). The integral representation of the control law (3.15) leads to an appropriate input collection. The support and magnitude of the functional gains determine which parts of the estimated state variable w c (t) contribute to the control, and to what extent (see Section 3.1). If w c (t) is represented by a low order basis that re ects the information contained in the functional gains, important aspects of the full order control are retained. Thus, an input collection is formed of a set of functional gains for the discretized LQG problem (with large N). In this way, information from the in nite dimensional controller is used directly in the design of the reduced order compensator.
Many of the issues and questions plaguing a time snapshot input collection are answered satisfactorily by choosing a functional gain input collection.
The number of members of the input collection is determined by the grid re nement necessary to achieve \converged" resolution.
There are no simulations to be run. The functional gains are independent of initial condition. Information about the control is inherent.
In the next section, the reduced POD basis from a functional gain input collection is compared with two reduced POD bases from time snapshots. The resulting reduced order controllers are examined and compared to a full order LQG controller. We rst discuss a standard nite element approximation of the full order LQG system as in (3.20) . Then we discuss generation of three POD bases: one from the functional gain input collection and two from input collections using di erent sets of time snapshots. Simulations of the controlled systems for the various approaches are compared.
Numerical Computations and Results

Finite Element Systems
A high order nite dimensional approximation of the PDE system is computed as a prelude to reduced order computations. Speci cally, we apply a linear Galerkin nite element 
POD Basis Formulation
When the POD basis is computed through the solution of the eigenvalue problem in (4.30), the normalization of the eigenvectors (basis elements) is an additional step. Non-normalized basis elements can be thought of as a weighting of the normalized basis elements. In preliminary computations, controllers designed using normalized and non-normalized bases performed di erently. We hypothesize that results obtained using the non-normalized bases could be obtained for the normalized bases with di erent weighting operators in the control problem. To minimize computations, we use the non-normalized bases. In Section 5, the importance of the choice of input collection for POD bases was discussed. The generation of a POD basis from functional gains is discussed in detail in 6.2.1. To illustrate issues that arise when choosing an input collection for the method of snapshots, we look at two snapshot input collections. One collection takes snapshots from one long simulation of the LQR closed loop system (see Subsection 6.2.2). This system is obtained by using the full state, w N (t), in the control law given by (3.19 ). An advantage of this approach is that the distributed parameter control design is involved in the simulation from which snapshots are taken. The second time snapshot collection involves applying varying control inputs in an attempt to excite controlled system dynamics (see Subsection 6.2.3). We compare the reduced order bases abilities to approximate functional gains. We also compare stability margins, computational demands, and simulation results of the resulting reduced order controller designs. In the interest of fairness in the computational demand comparison, each input collection has approximately the same number of elements, determined by the number of functional gains used.
POD Basis from Functional Gains
The nite element scheme chosen for this problem has N ?1 = 19 control locations, , along the control boundary, ? c . Therefore, there are 19 corresponding functional gains k( ; s).
The rst POD basis element captures 97.8% of the information in the input collection. The rst two POD basis elements, shown in Figure 6 .3, capture 99.4%. We use P = 0:994 as the criterion in generating each of the POD bases discussed (see Equation (4.33)).
The approximations obtained when the functional gains from the nite element basis are projected onto the reduced functional gain POD basis are shown in Figure 6 .4. Not surprisingly, these approximations resemble closely the gains from the nite element approximation (refer back to Figure 6 .2). 
POD Basis from One LQR Simulation
As described above, we perform one long simulation, eighty seconds in duration, of the closed-loop LQR system. In an e ort to make a fair comparison in terms of FLOPs and amount of information in the input collection, twenty snapshots from this simulation are used to form the input collection. The snapshots are taken at times t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 80. These times are chosen to capture more of the initial dynamics when the temperature is changing rapidly, and less when the temperature pro le is converging to 0 F. The performance of the basis does depend on the snapshots chosen, but we re-emphasize that there is no protocol for the choice of snapshots. The POD basis elements shown in Figure 6 .5 represent 99.4% of the information in the input collection. Projections of the nite element functional gains onto this reduced snapshot POD basis are shown in Figure 6 .6. In contrast to the gains generated from the functional gain POD basis, these bear little resemblance to the nite element gains. Although this is not the sole consideration in the design of a feedback control, poor approximation of the gains is likely to a ect performance and/or robustness of the system. 
POD Basis from Multiple Step Control Input Simulations
The system is simulated with various control inputs to obtain snapshots of the system with \controlled dynamics". The control inputs are chosen in an attempt to excite a variety of behaviors of the system. In an attempt to do this in a systematic way, we start with a constant control input of magnitude 50 F. For the next control inputs, the controlled boundary is divided into two subintervals. We rst use an input of 50 F over the rst half of the boundary and 0 F over the other; then we use an input of 50 F over the second half of the boundary and 0 F over the rst. Then we divide the boundary into three subintervals and set the control input on each subdivision to 50 F in turn, with the input on the other two intervals set to 0 F. Finally, we repeat this procedure with the boundary divided into four subintervals. This leads to a total of ten control inputs, each of which is used in a simulation of the system for twenty seconds. 
Stability Margin and FLOP comparisons
A measure of suitability of a basis is the robustness of the resulting closed loop systems. One measure of robustness is the unstructured stability margin 12]. This gives the largest unstructured perturbation to the closed loop system that can occur without destabilizing the system. It is observed in 7, 21] that reduced order systems can have stability margins larger than those for full order LQG systems. Stability margins are listed in Table 1 . The system resulting from the functional gain input collection has a stability margin very near to that of LQR (known theoretically to have the largest stability margin). The stability margins for the other reduced order systems and the full order LQG system are signi cantly smaller.
As shown in Table 2 , the method of snapshots is more computationally demanding than the functional gain technique because of the simulation step. Once the simulations are completed and snapshots are chosen, computation of a reduced POD basis and formation of a compensator require the same order of FLOPs regardless of input collection used. Computation of the feedback operator K using the lqr.m routine of Matlab requires 1:1 10 10 FLOPs. We show in 1] that if a reduced POD basis is used to compute a reduced K, a control design that destabilizes the one dimensional heat equation can result.
In 1], the gains computed in this way converge to zero (no control action). On the other hand, if the full order K is projected onto the POD basis, a stable design is produced. Thus, computation of a full order K is a necessary step in the closed loop system design, regardless of the method for generating a POD basis. Alternative methods for computing well-resolved functional gains, such as Chandrasekhar equations and adaptive mesh computations, are being investigated.
Simulations
In this section, simulations of the various systems discussed in this paper are presented. To simulate the full order LQG system, an initial condition is needed for the state estimate. We use w c (0; x; y) = ?20 + (x; y) F, where is a normally distributed random variable with mean zero and variance ve. In Figure 6 .10, heating along the boundary is observed, with a higher heat in the region where the control is heavily weighted, 0:6 y 0:8. After 40 seconds, the plate is warmer in this region than in the rest of the plate. The simulation of the reduced order system that uses the POD basis from the functional gain input collection is shown in Figure 6 .11. The initial condition for the state estimate is obtained by projecting the initial condition for the full order state estimate onto the reduced basis. The behavior resembles that of the LQG system, although at one second the control is slightly di erent. The di erence between the LQG system and the reduced order system from functional gains is plotted in Figure 6 .12. Note that positive values correspond to regions in which the reduced order system is warmer. The plots show that the reduced order system is generally warmer in the region over which the control is focused. The simulations of the reduced order systems from the other two POD bases also look similar to those in Figure 6 .10. The di erence between the behavior of the rst reduced system (basis from functional gain input collection) and each of the other reduced order systems is shown. In Figure 6 .13, we show the di erence between reduced order simulations using the functional gain POD compensator and the one LQR simulation time snapshot POD compensator. The system from the functional gain POD basis is always warmer than the system from the snapshot POD basis. In Figure 6 .14, the di erence between the reduced order system from the functional gain POD basis and the reduced order system from the multiple step input POD basis is shown. Again, the system from the functional gain POD basis is always warmer, but the di erences are not as great as for the previous snapshot system. Many numerical experiments using varied initial conditions for both the state and state estimate and using various time snapshot input collections have been performed. There are certain initial conditions for state estimates for which the LQG system is warmer than the reduced order system from the functional gain input collection. The reduced order system from the functional gain input collection is typically warmer than the systems from the method of snapshots, although the magnitude of the di erence may vary. All our experiments show that the functional gain input collection gives simulation results that are at least as good as a time snapshot input collection (and often better). In addition, the functional gain input collection yields a higher stability margin and has signi cantly lower computational demands. Most remarkably, the functional gain input collection is Figure 6.14: Reduced order system comparision: functional gain POD system -multiple simulations POD system. easily generated with no need for the guesswork, intuition, or trial and error inherent in composing a time snapshot input collection.
Conclusion
A method for low order compensator-based control design for large scale systems has been presented. The method projects a full order LQG compensator onto low order bases obtained through POD. The integral representation of the feedback control law in LQG design motivates the choice of a set of computed functional gains as an input collection to the POD process. One major advantage of this new type of input collection is its objectivity: choosing elements for the input collection does not require the guesswork or intuition that more traditional time snapshot input collections do. Other advantages include computational e ciency and robust closed loop systems.
Numerical experiments show that the controllers reduced using the functional gain POD basis perform well in comparison with a full order LQG controller and two reduced order controllers derived from POD bases with time snapshot input collections.
Ongoing and future e orts involve application of the reduced controller framework to more complex physical problems, such as those in uid ows and materials processing. Simulations needed for the method of snapshots become computationally prohibitive for such complicated physical systems. In contrast, preliminary results show that using techniques like Chandrasekhar Equations make functional gain computations tractable for large scale systems 17]. Investigation into the use of adaptive computational schemes is also underway.
